An Interactive Spreadsheet Framework for the Design of Structural Steel Members
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Abstract—Advanced computer programs used for structural analysis and design have become widely used; however, classical and easy-to-use tools, such as design charts and tables, are still preferable for students, who need simple tools instead of sophisticated and time-consuming programs. These tools help students electronically retrieve section properties-related information and use this information in the design of structural members. It is, therefore, clear that design charts, tables, and section properties should be made electronically available to engineering students. In this study, Microsoft Visual Basic, a widely-used and easy-to-use programming language, was used to develop an interactive framework that provides students with the ability to create powerful forms that can be used for different steel sections and their properties. The framework was developed to produce steel section properties provided in the AISC and CISC Manuals of Steel Construction and needed in the design charts. This paper describes how the framework was developed and presents some real-world examples to illustrate its ease-of-use and powerful capabilities over current practices. Comments and recommendations pertaining to future developments in the field are then presented in the conclusions.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The design of any structure, including steel structures, involves the design of the various structural members as well as the connections between the members. The integrity of the load path depends on the strength of the different members and attachments between members. The designer has a choice of several steel sections in several types of connections; welded, bolted, riveted, or combination of the above. Load calculations are quite complex and lend themselves well to the use of a spreadsheet. Spreadsheets have evolved into sophisticated computation and presentation tools with a tremendous potential for use as design tools. This paper discusses the design of a steel plate girder and how spreadsheets and Basic Visual programming can facilitate the iterative design process by incorporating the steel section properties needed. The spreadsheet is designed for stand-alone use for many common situations [1-4].

Spreadsheets have become widely used among structural engineers because of their ease of use and the simplicity with which repetitive calculations can be done for a series of variables [5, 6]. When a design spreadsheet needs information for different steel sections, the most efficient way to get this information is to link the design spreadsheet to the AISC or CISC databases. Microsoft Visual Basic [7] offers users with the ability to create database that can be used for different steel sections and their properties. This database stores the dimensions and properties for each steel section listed in the Manual of Steel Construction. Accessing this database allows users to automatically lookup and input data that would otherwise need to be manually referenced and entered into a spreadsheet. This simple automation process will allow a job to be done faster and will lower the possibility for errors to occur, particularly for students. Only a section’s designation needs to be entered into a design spreadsheet, which can be programmed to retrieve the necessary information from the database. In this paper, an overview of spreadsheets and its macros programming capabilities was first presented and an interactive framework was then developed using Visual Basic programming language. The developed framework can be used to provide students with an easy access to retrieve steel section properties that can be used for different structural steel members. The framework was developed to store and modify the different steel section properties as provided in the AISC and CISC Manuals of Steel Construction and needed in the design charts. This paper describes the main components of the developed framework and presents a real-world example to illustrate its ease-of-use and powerful capabilities over current practices. Comments and recommendations pertaining to future developments in the field are then presented in the conclusions.

II. SPREADSHEETS

Spreadsheets are becoming increasingly popular [8]. Although spreadsheet programs developed by various software firms have their own special features, they are based on the same working principles and, most of them, are compatible with each other. The spreadsheets developed for the graphic-based operating systems have commonly and efficiently been used in recent years. A user can move around among cells and write information on them. The information may be numeric or alphanumeric values or formulae. Values of variables are written on the cells. The cells or the group of cells can be named if required and formulations can be expressed clearly with the help of these names. All operations concerning spreadsheets are conducted by a core program. This program scans all the filled cells in the sheet and searches for logical relations and updates the operations at once when entering new information into the cells. This feature is called automatic interaction. One of the important concepts
of spreadsheets is the range. A range covers one or more rectangular cells of a sheet. The address of a range can be defined by the addresses of both ends of its diagonal. The addresses representing the ranges can be used as parameters. Some formulations can also be written on their defined range. These types of formulations are used particularly in matrix operations. One of the most powerful tools of spreadsheets is the use of Macros. Macros are small and powerful code programs which can be written and executed in spreadsheets. This makes it convenient for students as it provides them with the spreadsheet environment while, at the same time, provides the user with the powerful programming capabilities of visual basic. Macros defined in special sheets are called macro sheets. They use the cells of the sheets as variables. There are two kinds: command macros and function macros. Function macros assign the values of special functions used in spreadsheets while command macros need special commands to be executed.

III. THE DEVELOPED FRAMEWORK

When using a spreadsheet for the design of structural steel members, and the design requires information for different steel sections, the most efficient way to get this information is to link the design spreadsheet to the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) [9] or the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction (CISC) [10] databases. In this research, an easy-to-use framework was developed for the selection of different steel members using Visual Basic. Using Microsoft Access 2007 [11], the developed framework was linked to the databases of the different steel sections listed in the AISC and CISC Manuals of Steel Construction. Engineers and students can easily access the databases which allows for automatic lookup and input of steel section properties that would otherwise need to be manually referenced and entered into a steel design spreadsheet. This helps engineers and students to easily design steel structures and allows a job done faster. It also lowers the possibility for errors to occur. Once the program runs, a user-friendly screen will appear, as shown in the screen capture of Fig. 1. The main screen was designed to allow users to easily select the required database and see all the shapes and section in the database. As shown in Fig. 1, the developed framework’s main screen will also show a schematic diagram for the selected shape section.

Fig. 1 The developed framework main screen

This screen capture shows the main screen of the developed framework. As shown in Fig. 1, two databases for the AISC and CISC are available and stored in the system. When a database is selected, all the available shapes will appear in the bottom left part of the screen. When a shape is selected, the different sections related to this shape will be listed and the user can select a shape section. Once a shape section is selected, all its properties will appear in the bottom part of the screen, as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 1. If any of the abbreviations of section properties is not understandable, the user can see an explanation about that particular property. If the user wants to know what a certain label means, he/she can simply place the cursor over that label to view the help related to this particular property. The explanation for the term “k”, for example, is shown in Fig. 2. Users can also modify and update existing sections, remove sections, or add new sections to the list, as shown in the figure. When an update, removal, and/or addition are made, corresponding databases are updated accordingly. Similarly, a user can also select a shape and section using the CISC and the corresponding section properties will appear as shown in Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 3, the selected CISC shape appeared to be a foreign one. If a designer wants to use the properties of a particular steel section in the design of a particular structural element, he/she only needs to enter the database name (AISC or CISC) and the section designation into the design spreadsheet, which is programmed to retrieve the necessary information from the corresponding database, is generated by the developed framework. The system will then query the required database and show the properties of the section requested.
IV. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

In this example, flexural analysis method is carried out to analyse a doubly-symmetric compact I-shaped girder loaded symmetrically to bend about its major axis and utilized in this paper as a basic design example for a steel girder bridge. The load combination used for the design of the steel beam is a combination of factored design dead (including the self-weight of the beam) and live load [12]. The design must yield a suitable selected steel beam section. This process is an iterative process where spreadsheet can become handy, especially when the steel section properties are incorporated into the spreadsheet and can be retrieved interactively by choosing one of the two databases explained above. When a shape is selected, the different sections related to this shape will be listed and the user can select a shape section. Once a shape section is selected, all its properties will appear in the bottom part of the screen, as explained above. This will start the analysis/design iterative process. The design of compact sections (rolled steel beams and channels) is covered in Section F2 of the Specifications of the AISC Steel Construction Manual [9]. The vast majority of rolled I-shaped beams and channels fall into this category. In Section F of the AISC Manual Figure F-1 is used to determine the moment capacity, as a function of the girder un-braced length, \( L_b \). The horizontal part of the curve, between \( L_b = 0 \) ft and \( L_p \), indicates that the part of the girder has a strength governed by yielding. In this region, the nominal strength of the beam is the plastic moment strength which is by the AISC Specification Equation F2-1 (or the relevant equation in the CISC if the CISC database is deployed). In the far right part of the curve, starting at \( L_r \), the strength is governed by elastic buckling mode, and the beam strength is given by the AISC Specification Equation F2-3 (or the relevant equation in the CISC if the CISC database is deployed). Between these regions, within the linear region of the curve (using AISC) between \( M_n = M_p \) at \( L_p \) on the left, and \( M_n = 0.7 M_y = 0.7 F_y S_x \) at \( L_r \) on the right, the strength is governed by inelastic buckling. The flexural strength in this inelastic buckling part of the steel girder is solved by referring to the AISC Specification Equation F2-2 (or the relevant equation in the CISC if the CISC database is deployed). The sample calculations shown in this paper illustrate calculations made for service limit states.

Due to bending in a steel I-beam loaded in its major principle plane (i.e. major axis bending), one of the flanges will be subjected to compression and the other one undergoes tension. The compressed flange will therefore tend to buckle out of plane. Cause what is called flexural-torsional buckling (referred to as lateral-torsional buckling LTB) and torsion (twisting). For the design example used in this study, the bridge superstructure cross section is shown in the spreadsheet in Fig. 4 and is used to illustrate the design process using the steel section databases. The girder spacing is selected based on American Association State Highway Transportation Officials (AASHTO) Specifications. Also, when a particular section of a specific shape is selected within the spreadsheet, macros will automatically retrieve its corresponding properties from one of the databases, depending on whether the shape is an AISC or a CISC section.

A. Bridge Girder Analysis/Design

The default procedure is to select a steel section and check if it satisfies the design requirements. Otherwise, another section is chosen and iterations are performed. A list of sections sorted by size and from two databases is implemented into a spreadsheet via macros. The list could start with the lightest section or the heaviest, depending on how it is implemented in the spreadsheet, and then works up to the first section that satisfies all the limit state criteria of the problem. This search process is easily programmed with VBA code in Excel, as explained above. Since the superstructure in this example is eventually composite, then cross section properties for non-composite and composite section must be identified. The initial dead loads (or the non-composite dead loads) are applied to the girder section only. The superimposed dead loads are applied to the composite section, girder section and part of the slab section. A modular ratio of 3n is usually preferred for the superimposed dead loads as it gives higher stresses in the steel section. The modular ratio of n is typically the ratio between the modulus of elasticity of two different members/materials (deck and girder). Both exterior and interior girders are analysed and designed,
and usually the controlling design is used for all girders, both interior and exterior. For this example, the interior girder controls. Therefore, only the interior girder analysis is presented in this example. For the exterior girder, the computation of the live load distribution factors and the moment and shear envelopes is also computed but not shown in this paper. In the design of a girder, the shear must also be checked at the critical sections. If the shear is not satisfied, then the girder section web must be stiffened.

B. Compact or Non-compact Section and Cover Plates

The steel girder section properties at the critical positive moment location are computed automatically using the spreadsheet as shown in Fig. 5 (Parts 2 and 3). The distance to the centroid is measured from the bottom of the girder. Similarly, the girder section properties at the critical negative moment location are computed as well. The distance to the centroid is measured from the bottom of the girder. The girder must be designed to resist the load combination of dead and live load effects, in this example.

The dead load components, as shown in Fig. 4, consist of dead loads that are resisted by the non-composite section, as well as dead loads that are resisted by the composite section. In addition, some dead loads are factored with the assigned structural component dead load factor, and the wearing surface dead load is factored with the assigned wearing surface load factor. After the load factors and load combinations have been established, the section properties are computed, and all of the load effects are, in turn, computed.

The girder steel section is then verified whether it is compact or non-compact, and thus the relevant AISC steel construction manual equation is utilized to compute the strength of the girder. In this example, the steel member section is behaving as a non-compact section at the support locations and compact section throughout the length of the girder.

In this example, to enhance the flexural capacity of the girder in the high moment areas, steel plates (cover plates) are considered and added to the flanges (top and bottom) of girder, Fig. 5 (Part 2). The use of these added plates in regions of high moment only, instead of the full length of the girder, yields a lighter member. This results in material cost savings. Fig. 5 shows a typical bridge girder cross-section with cover plates (top and bottom) and diaphragms. This technique is used for compact sections not subject to lateral torsional buckling (LTB).
C. Sample Spreadsheet Calculations

Because the calculations above must be performed iteratively, the analysis and design calculation can be done efficiently and fast using a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet example (shown in Figs. 4 and 5) shows the analysis steps for a bridge steel girder. The database implemented in the spreadsheet using Visual Basic stores the properties for all steel sections listed in the steel construction Manual. Retrieving the steel section databases using macros within spreadsheets allows for automatic lookup and input of data that would otherwise need to be manually entered or typed into the spreadsheet.
Conclusion:
Max. stress due to applied load.
The effective slab width and the location of the neutral axis, $NA$, of the girder composite cross section must be determined first in order to compute the girder flexural moment capacity. The effective slab width is usually determined from the ACI-318 code requirements, and the location of the $NA$ is computed from the axial force equilibrium equation. Next the two internal forces, tension $T_s$ and compression $C_c$, are calculated and the girder flexural moment capacity is determined from the magnitude of the couple moment formed by the two internal forces.

This simple spreadsheet interactive process is handy for designers and students to easily select steel section properties and allows the analysis and design to be carried out efficiently and fast. It also minimizes errors occurrence as well as easily tracks down any mistakes. As shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the spreadsheet was used to calculate the stresses in the steel girder section based on AISC 360-05 Chapter F4. For these calculations to take place in several sections properties need to be input to the spreadsheet. The developed framework was used to interactively retrieve the section properties once the steel section is chosen from the database. This makes it convenient for designers and students to interactively retrieve the section properties instead of typing this information into the spreadsheet. It also helps avoiding errors and mistakes resulting from manually typing in the data.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, an interactive framework was developed using Visual Basic programming language and Access database linked to Excel spreadsheet. The developed framework is intended to provide designers and students with an easy access to retrieve section properties that are needed for the steel girder analysis and design process. The framework developed was designed not only to retrieve section properties, but also to modify and store different steel shapes, shape sections, and section properties as provided in the AISC and CISC Manuals of Steel Construction and as needed in the design charts. This paper described the main components of the developed framework and presents a real-world example to illustrate its ease-of-use and powerful capabilities over current practices. The developed framework can also be used by professional engineers during the structural design of steel buildings as an automated tool to replace the manual use of steel charts and manuals. Once a design spreadsheet is programmed, a user only needs to select the database (AISC or CISC) and then input a section designation. The spreadsheet will then retrieve the required section properties for use in the design of the required steel member. This can be done quickly and accurately for a series of steel sections making spreadsheets a very powerful design tool in addition to its ease-of-use.

The authors are currently working on automating the structural design process and linking it with required design codes, standards, charts, and manuals. The developments made in this regard will be presented in a separate future paper.
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